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ANGLICAN COMMUNITIES
Mission
The Mission of the Anglican Communities in the Diocese of Bunbury
remains as it ever was, an opportunity for those communities where it is
no longer financially viable to appoint and support a resident priest to
continue to be recognised as a church community. The relaxation of some
of the obligations of parish life are designed to divert the energy of the
faithful who are left in place from maintenance of what has always been to
mission in a very specific and adaptable way. The result has been that
each Anglican Community looks different from the others as they meet the
very real spiritual and religious needs of the community on which they are
located utilising the unique talents of the teams which enable them to
continue.
People
Each Anglican Community is blessed with a core group of dedicated
volunteers and leaders which enables them to continue to operate in an
environment which is increasingly compliance focussed and requires
careful navigation. I am always impressed and grateful for the dedication
of these local saints to the needs of their community and keeping those
communities linked into the Anglican identity of the Diocese of Bunbury.
Partnership
In some of our Anglican Community locations we find we share buildings
with Christians of other denominations and also with community groups
which are not church based. This is also true in the regular parish structure
but is notable in these smaller communities as it makes for another level
of compliance in these partnerships but proves entirely worthwhile when
such endeavours can draw new people into the church and when the
church takes its place as part of the wider community. In Covid-19 times
we have been reminded of the absolute necessity for community as we
have all had a taste of the sadness which comes from isolation and
separation.
Foundations
Keeping Anglican Communities viable continues to be a challenge and is
increasingly requiring new partnerships and solutions in order to offer
continuity of ministry and the ability to grow relationships outside of the
regular services.
I am grateful to a number of clergy and parishes who have generously
maintained monthly Eucharistic cover over the past year. Rev’d Terry
Curtis continues to offer ministry in Balingup. Rev’d John Jones is sent out
from the Parish of Albany to offer ministry in Bremer Bay.
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Rev’d Cheryl Absalom has been sent out from the Parish of Mandurah to
Wagin for the past year and although changes to this arrangement will
mean that I will resume monthly services at Wagin, I wish to give thanks
to the Mandurah Parish for their support of the Wagin Anglican Community
over a number of years. The Anglican Community at Metricup has
received ministry from a number of clergy over the past year, prior to
Covid-19, in particular Rev’d Graeme Weaver, Rev’d Mary Esslemont and
Canon Carol Morgan.
The Anglican Community of Borden and
Gnowangerup are not currently meeting for regular worship but they
continue to support the community with their weekly op shop and in turn
they have been supported by Rev’d Dot Bailey as needed. Thank you all
for your ministry in these places.
I continue to give thanks for the vision of Canon Carol Morgan for this
special expression of Anglicanism in our diocese and will continue to work
with this model to enable Anglicans throughout the diocese to remain part
of the diocesan family and to answer the call that God has given them in
their particular community.
The Venerable Julie Baker
Archdeacon
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Boniface Care
Meeting Human Need Through Loving Service

BONIFACE CARE COUNCIL
Mission
Boniface Care was formerly known as the Bunbury Diocesan Anglicare
Council (BDAC). The name Boniface is derived from a Latin word
meaning ‘doer of good’. With this in mind, Boniface Care was established
in the Diocese by Bishop Allan in 2015 with Archdeacon Joe Hopkins as
the Chairperson.
Boniface Care is the Bunbury Diocese’s key parish-based mission and
outreach agency.
Our Vision is ‘A transformed Christian society’. Our Mission is to see
Anglicans lovingly serving the people of the South West and Great
Southern WA.
Our Philosophy is to proclaim the good news of the Kingdom while
responding to human need using loving service; and, seeking to transform
unjust structures of society wherever we encounter them. We focus our
energy and resources on the ministries already provided within Parishes
and on new ministries parishes wish to start up.
Boniface Care is established by the Anglican Diocese of Bunbury to
promote without discrimination, the ministry for the relief of poverty,
sickness, suffering, distress, misfortune, destitution or helplessness, or as
deemed appropriate by the Bishop-in-Council throughout the Diocese of
Bunbury.
Boniface Care uses its funds to supplement and strengthen ministries
provided by the parishes and other ministries of the Diocese; and breaks
down unjust structures and systems, enabling transformational justice to
those who live in society’s shadows. This is currently done in a number of
ways:
 Providing administration, oversight and distribution of Emergency
Relief (ER) Funds
 Providing grants for ministry initiatives in individual parishes
 Enabling and supporting partnership activities with Anglicare WA
 Applying for funding grants and contributing to Boniface Care
fundraising through partnerships with appropriate bodies including
Anglicare WA
BONIFACE CARE COUNCIL
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 Accepting gifts, donations and grants to enable the purposes of
Boniface care.
 Providing capital non-recurrent grants through partnerships,
enabling the provision of facilities which:
 Provide for the direct provision of welfare and relief
 Provide for the education and support of those providing welfare
services
People
The Council membership includes a mixture of Bishop’s Appointments,
Council Appointments and Synod Elected Members. The Bishop and the
Diocesan Secretary are ex-officio to the Council.
Bishop’s Appointments:
Rev’d Canon Karon Austin (Bridgetown & Southern Forests)
as Chairperson
Synod Reps Elected:
Mrs Jackie Rowland (Coodanup)
Mrs Marie Ham (Albany)
Rev’d Sue Kemp (Bunbury)
Boniface Care Appointments:
Mrs Lesley de Munck (Dunsborough)
Rev’d Lindy Rookyard (Katanning and Kojonup)
Rev’d Helen Barnard (Albany)
Mrs Joy Fraser-Price (Bunbury)
Mrs Sandra Marriot (Busselton)
The Revd Canon Karon Austin was diagnosed with lymphoma and has
been off sick and receiving treatment since February this year. She will
know on 10 September whether she can return to work at the end of
September, or whether she will need any more treatment. The Diocesan
Secretary and now Bishop Ian have been deputising for Canon Karon.
The Hon Murray Montgomery retired from the Trustees, Bishop in Council
and from Boniface Care Council at the end of February and we thank him
for all his service to Boniface Care.
The Revd Dr Lucy Morris transitioned from being Diocesan Secretary to
her new post as Priest in Charge at St. George’s, Dunsborough. Mr Steve
Biggar is acting as Diocesan Secretary to the Boniface Care Council for
the time being.
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Last year Canon Karon noted her appreciation of the knowledge and skill
that each of these people bring to Boniface Care and thanked them for
their willingness to take on this role. This year I similarly add my
appreciation and thanks to all who assist with Boniface Care in our
diocese.
The Bunbury Diocesan Anglicare Council Statute 1991-2013 was
amended at last year’s Synod.
Partnerships
We work in partnership with Anglicare WA and have continued our regular
quarterly meetings with Lisa Whitaker, Regional Manager South, Ms
Philippa Boldy, Director of Services, and Rev’d Mark McCracken, Chaplain
Church Partnerships, to improve our working relationship and ensure we
provide the best possible help to all our parishes. We thank them for their
support of Boniface Care. We continue to provide ER funds to parishes
through substantial Lotterywest grant monies with the assistance of
Anglicare WA who carried out all the necessary submission work needed
for grant application. This process took months in the past year and many
of our ER outlets were running out of funds as a result. Anglicare assisted
mainly with vouchers in the interim. Lotterywest were indicating they would
cease funding ER but they have since changed their minds. There is no
guarantee that we would be preferred providers next year but Anglicare
will again be bidding on our behalf. Anglicare WA CEO Mr Mark Glasson
came to meet with Bishop Ian in early June.
A reminder, when giving funds to ‘Boniface Care’ parishioners are
supporting both this ministry and the services within the Diocese which are
managed on our behalf, by Anglicare WA. These being primarily: The
Albany Women’s Refuge, disabilities services (Bridges), domestic
violence and sexual abuse services, family separation services, and
housing and tenancy support services. Funds donated to ‘Boniface Care’
will assist in each of these areas of ministry. Plus they will be used to
establish a fund that will allow the ‘Boniface Care’ Council to make grants
available to Parishes that will assist them to establish welfare related
ministries to meet particular needs within their area.
Bishop Ian
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BUNBURY DIOCESAN CAMPSITE
AT GEOGRAPHE BAY
Mission
Our mission is to provide a place where people can discover the fullness
of God’s love in Christ, an atmosphere in which to appreciate the beauty
and wonder of God’s creation and the opportunity to be part of a
community that encourages spiritual growth and understanding of others.
The campsite has specific rules under the lease by which it is operated
and they include:
 Providing holiday accommodation to financially disadvantaged
persons who would not otherwise be able to afford a holiday away
from home.
 Camping by groups participating in organised activities of an outdoor
recreation, sporting or educational nature and led by trained leaders.
 Provision of accommodation to bona-fide workers of the church.
 Provision of retreat accommodation to persons being counselled or
families in inter-family fellowship activities.
Fees are kept to a minimum at $12.50 per adult per day and $9 for children
between the ages of 4 and 16.
People
Eric and Samantha van der Wacht have been our Manager’s at the
Campsite for 12 years. Along with their daughters, Eric and Sam managed
to exist in the old residence despite its condition.
Last year the much
awaited upgrade to the
Manager’s
residence
was completed. Eric
and Sam moved into
the home just before
Christmas. They had
been living in caravans
and a shed during the
construction.
Effectively the entire house was rebuilt after it was discovered there were
issues with mould and rodents. Added to this was the building
requirements of the City of Busselton fire zoning and also the campsite
being so close to the ocean.
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The building now comprises 3 large bedrooms, study, large bathroom,
separate activity room, open lounge, dining and kitchen, and an alfresco
area.
Relationships
Apart from maintenance at the campsite fees also contribute to the City of
Busselton’s Coastal Conservation Plan. These funds are used to assist in
prevention of the beaches being eroded.
Cheryl Norman

CARETAKERS REPORT
This past year has certainly been interesting!
Our house was renovated over 12 weeks and we moved in on 4th
December. The house is amazing, and we have all really enjoyed it. We
are truly grateful and want to express our thanks again for blessing us with
a beautiful home.
Christmas was busy as normal with all 39 sites full of families resting and
enjoying the sun. The Christmas New year period passed us by in a blur.
It is always a busy time – easily forgetting what day it is.
February brought some relief with most tent sites empty as kids went back
to school. The pace slows down somewhat as we are still full of the Grey
Nomad crowds. Our kids started back home-schooling then too, so it was
back into normal routine.
Then Covid-19 hit and things got a little topsy-turvey. March was normal
for the first week or so then as the virus spread and the State Government
started to bring in restrictions, we were a little concerned at how to keep
our campers safe when there are so many shared facilities and a big mix
of young children and older people.
We spoke to Bishop Ian of our concerns and the decision was made to
close the campsite for Easter. First time in our 12 years that we had no
campers. All our campers were understanding, then the regional borders
were closed. Being closed for Easter and May means that the campsite
income took a little hit, but we know that the campers will be back!
We stayed closed until the beginning of August. June is a time for
maintenance and deep cleaning. July being our normal annual leave.
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This year, with all the Covid stuff, we were unable to head north as we like
to, but hung around the south west staying in Augusta, Margaret River and
Nannup as well as showing the girls Hyden and Wave Rock. It was
FREEZING and WET we are looking forward to heading north again next
year!
The winter storms brought a couple of trees down but no major damage,
and the house was warm and toasty (and stayed standing!).
The campsite is open again and we have a few folks in now and steady
phone calls coming in for future bookings. At the time of writing this, there
are only 19 weeks till Christmas, and we are already fully booked.
Business as usual!
Eric & Sam van der Wacht
Caretakers
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BUNBURY DIOCESAN EDUCATION COUNCIL
Mission
The mission statement of the Council is to “Equip the
saints for ministry”. It does this by supporting the ministry
development and training of the people of the Diocese.
People
The Council has been in abeyance over the past year due to slowing of
interest in the Bishops Courses for Ministry.
Partnership
The Council is looking to modify some of its former Bishop’s Certificate for
Ministry materials into Training Guides suitable for the resourcing of
Locally Licenced Ministers (LLMs). The Council will investigate ways to
provide these both locally and on-line.
Foundations
The Council looks forward to renewed membership in the coming year,
and aims to produce well informed, accessible and relevant materials.
Rev’d Canon Geoff Chadwick
Chair, Bunbury Diocesan Education Council
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BUNBURY DIOCESAN MISSION COUNCIL
Canon Bill stood down as chairman of this council in 2019 and at this time
a replacement has not been named.
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THE DIOCESE OF KAPSABET
Mission
To build relationships across the two dioceses.
Exploring both cultural and ministry styles to
enrich our ministries in both dioceses.
People
After 10 years in the position Canon Bill has stood down as chairman on
the Diocesan Mission Council. He felt that it was time for a new person to
be appointed to that position and notified Bishop Ian of his decision.
However, because of his prior connection with Kenya and Kapsabet he
has continued to be a contact person for Bishop Paul.
Our contact at this time with the Kapsabet Diocese is through Bishop Paul
with both Bishop Ian Coutts and Canon Bill Byleveld.
Partnership
We are continuing the exploration of a Diocesan partnership with the
Kapsabet Diocese.
2019 saw a team from our diocese travel to Kapsabet. This year Canon
Bill and his wife Helen were planning to take LSL and spend 4 weeks
working in the Kapsabet Diocese as part of the relationship building
process. Due to Covid 19 this has had to be postponed until a later date.
Due to Covid 19 the churches in Kapsabet like here have had to close their
door for a time. They were allowed to reopen at the beginning of August
with a number of restrictions. No children under 13 were allowed to attend.
Also, no people over the age of 58 were allowed to attend as well. Clergy
were exempt for the age restrictions but not clergy spouses. Water and
soap had to be supplied for hand washing. (many churches have no
running water, so this must be brought in water cans) All parishioners have
to wear face masks at all times during the service.
The Kapsabet Diocese covet our prayers.
The initial agreement signed in May 2017 and ratified at Synod 2017
between Bunbury Diocese and Kapsabet Diocese was for a three-year
period. That agreement has now come to an end and needs to be
considered and renewed if this partnership is to continue.
Rev’d Canon Bill Byleveld
Canon Missioner
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BUNBURY DIOCESAN SUSTAINABLE LIVING
WORKING PARTY
Mission
This group, set up by Bishop-in-Council in 2019, has as its brief the 5th
Mark of Mission. This is to strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and
sustain and renew the life on earth. Two key aims are to:
 Raise awareness of sustainable living both in the Parishes and
across the Diocese.
 Change behaviours of Parishes and individuals thus helping to
support the objectives of sustainability.
The group is still in its infancy but it is hoped that over time we will see a
more active interest by Parishes and individuals across the Diocese in
matters relating to sustainability.
For a huge part of our existence, humans have ascribed great meaning
and significance to the natural world. Australia’s Aboriginal ancestors
referred to themselves as ‘custodians of the land’. The ancient Egyptians
saw nature as a giving parent. Native Americans referred to ‘Mother Earth’
and ‘Father Sky’.
With the scientific revolution, the metaphor of Earth changed from a
nurturing parent to an object to conquer and rule.
Perhaps we need to consider that it is not ‘the environment’ but rather ‘our
environment’. We are not separate from it and never have been.
Human beings need, and respond to, solutions that improve their security,
income, health and habitats.
One source indicated that with the “trickle down” effect, 95% of wealth
created stays with 40% of the population which means that just 5% of
wealth made it down to the remaining 60% of the population.
“If we recognise that our well-being fundamentally depends on the stability
and thriving of this planet, then we will put that at the heart of the economic
system we create.”
We are using more resources than the Earth can replenish in a year. We
use them up around the 1st of August. From then on we are stealing them
from the next year. Australia is worse than the world as a whole – we use
up resources by the end of March.

People
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At present this group is made up of Bruce Sherborne (chairperson), Adrian
Price (Boyup Brook) and Justine Richmond (Busselton) with, until recently,
the Diocesan Secretary, Lucy Morris, as ex-officio secretary. The group is
endeavouring to set up a data base of lay people across the Diocese who
would like to act as local contacts to promote the aims and any suggested
activities within their own Parish. While we have some names, there is a
need for more people to step up.
Partnerships
This group also aims at seeking to show how the Diocese through the
Parishes and individual Parishioners can take action following various
motions and discussion at Synod over a number of years. There is a great
deal of material within the media (print and the web, etc) that people can
access or from which the group can select sections to emphasise for
Parishes and individual Parishioners.
Foundations
This group is a small group of volunteers that has been set up by Bishopin-Council and which reports to Bishop-in-Council at each of their
meetings. Each month a short segment on sustainability is included in “To
The People” so that every Parishioner is able to follow the main ideas and
hopefully begin or continue their own journey of sustainability.
Bruce Sherborne
Chairperson
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CURSILLO
Mission
The Cursillo Movement began in Spain in the early 1940s and has since
spread to other denominations. In the Bunbury Diocese, Cursillo exists
within many Parishes across the Diocese and seeks to serve the Church
by helping to prepare further Parishioners for their role in spreading the
Gospel. So we can say that the mission of Cursillo is to help every
Christian in their responsibility as a missionary for Christ.
The Cursillo movement aims to help Parishioners grow in their Christian
mission. Cursillistas across the Diocese are helped in living out the Gospel
through activities such as the Cursillo Weekend, the Group Reunion and
various Ultreyas. The mission of Cursillo is the mission of the church as a
whole.
In the Bunbury Diocese the Cursillo movement is one vehicle to help us to
reach out as followers of Christ to individuals and groups in the
environments in which we find ourselves. Cursillo exists to nurture
Christians towards more engaged discipleship, to offer experience of
loving Christian community, and to support Christians as they live “in the
world” as agents of Christ’s influence.
While Cursillo is aimed at those people who are already part of their local
Church, it does not preclude them from spreading the Gospel to those
outside the Church. We need to remember that the Cursillo motto of “make
a friend, be a friend, bring that friend to Jesus” is the backbone of the
Christian life.
People
Unfortunately, the general interest in Cursillo seems to be declining. Over
the last few years, the Cursillo Weekends have been condensed into a
shorter time frame. Although the weekends have been shorter, they have
been a valuable time for both the team and participants. There was no
Cursillo Weekend in 2019 and unfortunately due to COVID-19 the
combined Cursillo Weekend planned and partially implemented for 2020
had to be cancelled. It is hoped to run this weekend in July (9 – 11) of
2021. BCGS has been booked for this weekend. The aim, for the
Secretariat now, is to look positively to the future and grow Cursillo in this
Diocese.
These weekends are an opportunity for Christians to come together so
that they can be encouraged in their spiritual journey and their commitment
to life within the Parish and the Church in general. Those involved in
Bunbury Cursillo and who make up the team for a weekend are ordinary
Parishioners living out their calling to be Christian.
CURSILLO
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They are Parishioners who have attended a Cursillo Weekend in the past
and are able to give some personal insights into living in a Christian
community / living as a Christian. The program is carefully structured and
well thought out. Following the weekend Participants are invited to belong
to or to form a small group within their own parishes so that they can meet
together for prayer and mutual support on a regular basis.
The Cursillo movement is led in this Diocese by the Diocesan Secretariat
with the assistance of Parish Coordinators.
The current Secretariat is composed of:
Diocesan Lay Director - Bruce Sherborne
Diocesan Spiritual Director – Rev Ian Mabey
Treasurer - Vince Cooney
Diocesan Proctor - Loretta Palmyre
Cursillo Support Coordinator - Doug McDowell
Synod Representative - Bruce Sherborne
Vacancies at present – one Synod representative, Secretary, Pre-Cursillo
Coordinator.
New people and new ideas are needed to help Cursillo grow.
Partnerships
The Secretariat and the Bishop of the Diocese work together promoting
the work of Cursillo throughout the Diocese. Clergy support and
encouragement are important for the on-going success of Cursillo.
Cursillo in this Diocese is part of the Anglican Cursillo movement across
Australia. As such we are also part of the National Secretariat and where
and when possible either the Diocesan Lay Director or the Diocesan
Spiritual Director or both attend these meetings. Again due to COVID-19
the National Gathering planned for earlier in 2020 had to be postponed.
Foundations
The Cursillo Movement in this Diocese has a number of physical resources
which at present are in the process of being moved from Boyup Brook to
storage facilities at the Diocesan Office. The Secretariat is very grateful for
the room that has been given to us for this.
Cursillo is self-funded through moneys received from those who attend
Cursillo Weekends and from donations at Ultreyas. There are also times
when individual Cursillistas will pay for all or part of the costs of a
Participant at a Cursillo Weekend. At present there is just over $4500 in
the Cursillo account.
Bruce Sherborne
Diocesan Lay Director
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DEANERY REPORTS
BLACKWOOD DEANERY
There is currently no Area Dean for the Blackwood deanery, as such there
is no report.

BLACKWOOD DEANERY
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GOLDSMITH DEANERY
Mission
Since Synod 2019 Goldsmith Deanery chapter has continued to meet. We
always get together at Retreat and Conference, but 2020 has obviously
been a difficult year for face to face meetings.
Following Synod 2019 Deanery Chapter met in November and December,
December was an informal meeting to simply wind up the year.
Our Deanery Chapter doesn’t formally meet in January, and we opted not
to hold our commencement BBQ as many were not available this year, so
2020 meetings kicked off in February, which was hosted at Bunbury
Cathedral Grammar School per favour of Revd Marion Prowse and the
Parish of Gelorup. We were privileged to have Bishop Ian visiting and
speaking about various Diocesan matters that affected us as clergy.
Beginning with our April Chapter meeting we were able to gather using
Zoom. There were, as expected some teething problems as many were
not used to this form of meeting so it was a helpful way to problem solve
any issues as we realised we would be using this means of communication
in the future and now was the time to iron out any problems. Which we did.
And so for meetings April to August we met on Zoom.
Reflecting on the use of Zoom: there has been a majority acceptance of
Zoom by the clergy of the Deanery, and a general awareness that we have
in fact saved a lot of time in the meeting, but we have obviously reduced
travel and gathering time too. Zoom has also enabled people in the
Deanery who are in School employ to fit Deanery in around timetable
requirements. So for us Zoom is not a replacement for connectivity face to
face, but it is a productive and inclusive way to meet. So we have
concluded that for the future we will hold some meetings face to face and
some by Zoom.
It was pastorally helpful, even critical for us to be able to meet simply to
share and hold each other in prayer as the Covid-19 restrictions changed
personal, parish and diocesan life for us.
Many Members of the Deanery were also instrumental in providing
technical support to others in the Diocese, and some members provided a
variety of resources for online communication, broadcasting, and so on.
All the parishes of the Deanery were online in some format. The
consensus of the Deanery is that this has been a real learning curve and
it has sparked conversations about the usefulness of church online.
GOLDSMITH DEANERY
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Another learning was the reality of Zoom fatigue, because most meetings
across the parishes and diocese were by Zoom or compatible media and
there is a different mental and physical cost to meeting in this way.
The Chapter continues to meet, but we have not had a full Deanery
meeting this year simply because of the Covid-19 restrictions, so that will
hopefully occur in 2021.
There have not been any movements in the clergy ranks this year. The
Revd Terry O’Neill has committed some time to assist as a Chaplain at the
Seafarers.
The Clergy of Goldsmith continue to respond to requests from the
Regional and St. John of God Hospitals, we now have a prioritised list of
responders should a request for clergy presence be made.
Overall, because of the need to deal with Covid-19, we have had a quieter
year in terms of agenda, full deanery, and diocesan activity. I think most
of us are hoping for a return to face to face and events, but at the time of
writing it is unclear as to when restrictions will be completely lifted, and it
is concerning that a second wave has affected our nation’s eastern states,
but we remain hopeful. The work we do is with people, and we have been
a little hamstrung this year.
Rev’d Paul Vincent Cannon
Goldsmith Area Dean
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NORTHERN HARVEST DEANERY
Mission
The Northern Harvest Deanery is an integral part of the mission of this
diocese with its focus on Ministry in the northern region from the coast
through to the rabbit proof fence east of Hyden and Lake Grace.
The Anglican Church is one of the few denominations supporting the
eastern region. With the lack of clergy to support this area new ways are
needed to see that the faithful members of our church are supported in
their ministry.
People
With Covid 19 impacting us we had to postpone our Annual election of
office bearers until August where Mike Burgess was re-elected as
chairman and Canon Linley as Vice Chair of the Deanery. Thank you to
both of them for being willing to continue in those roles. The Deanery
chapter were able to continue meeting together for encouragement with
the help of Zoom. While it is not the same it definitely helped.
Partnerships
It is through the coastal Parishes that we are seeking to grow our
partnerships with the Eastern sections of this Deanery. During the Covid
19 shut down several of the more coastal parishes worked on developing
an online presence which were able to be picked up by members in the
eastern regions.
We are looking at working through The Revd Ian Mabey in developing this
further on a Diocesan level as a support for those in isolated areas
Rev’d Canon Bill Byleveld
Area Dean
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STIRLING DEANERY
Parishes
Kojonup/Katanning – Revds. Lindy Rookyard, Vicki Webb
Denmark/Walpole – Revd. Sally Buckley
Albany – Revds. Karen Cave, Helen Barnard, John Jones
Oyster Harbour – Revds. Shane Marques, Paul Bartley
Southern Ranges (Mt Barker, Cranbrook, Tenterden, St Werburgh’s) –
Revd. Esther Leach
Anglican Communities
Gnowangerup, Borden, Jerramungup, Bremer Bay, Ravensthorpe
Mission to Seafarers - Albany
Mission
The Covid 19 crisis continues to play out and have significant impact in
our deanery. All parishes have had to make significant adjustments to
ministry and for many months now things have not been business as
usual.
Interestingly there has been general consensus that community interest in
the church has grown in these months and has made engagement and
sharing the faith much more of a live prospect than before. With a number
of parishes taking their services on line, and others producing booklets
which are then delivered to homes, the net effect is that worshipping God
has been ‘brought into the living rooms’ of many people who would not
ordinarily have visited a church. A number of parishes are reporting an
upturn in attendance from people they haven’t seen in a long time.
A number of parishes have also decided to continue with video based
worship whether pre-recorded or livestream, which is a fascinating
development in these days.
The opportunities for responding to need have also increased sharply as
emergency relief and pastoral care nets have been strengthened, and the
church has stepped up to support often the most vulnerable in our
communities.
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People
The Deanery Chapter has met 3 times this year via zoom and in person,
including a Christmas lunch, with our focus being on fellowship,
encouragement, mutual support and prayer.
We use our meeting times to hear from one another, share something of
our ministry highs and lows and give and receive practical advice. We
conclude our gatherings with prayer for one another. There is a healthy
sense of partnership amongst us, and willingness to engage in the
Diocesan visioning strategy, which is encouraging.
We had also tried to schedule a full Deanery meeting for March which
would have included representatives from our Eastern Anglican
communities, but Covid put those plans on hold.
As a deanery we have appreciated face to face meetings as well as zoom,
but prefer one another’s presence!
Partnership
Parishes have varying partnerships with local shires, community groups,
relief and aid organisations, as well as other churches in their
communities.
These are healthy relationships that we continue to work hard to foster
and strengthen for the good of the communities that we serve and the
progress of the gospel.
Foundations
From a financial perspective Covid placed a large question mark over the
financial health of parishes. With parishioners not able to attend worship,
and many only using cash for their giving, the concern was that giving
would significantly deteriorate.
Also with many parish Op Shops having to close or severely reduce
opening hours and staff, the prospect of reduced income became very
acute.
Although these concerns were valid, our parishes have reported that
giving has not appreciably decreased, many parishioners took the time to
shift to electronic giving, or made the extra effort of ensuring their offerings
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regularly made their way directly to the church bank account. Most
parishes have as a result held relatively stable in terms of giving and some
have even increased.
The reduction in Op Shop income however has had significant impact on
all parishes, and is in many ways a cause for concern.
One observation from this is that the giving of God’s people, even in very
uncertain times, is remarkably faithful and sacrificial even when the
economy is as unstable as it has been. A great testimony to the character
and generosity of God’s people and the work of the Spirit among us.
Revd. Shane Marques
Area Dean
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SAFE CHURCH
ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF BUNBURY
Mission
The Bunbury Diocese has a clear commitment to providing and ensuring
a Safe Church environment, culture, ethos, strategies, policies and
practices for all its people. This is in line with the commitment in our
Mission to transform unjust structures of society and to respond to human
need by loving service.
People
There has been a significant amount of work taking place around the
Diocese in each parish and it is with deep appreciation the Diocesan Office
offers its grateful thanks to all those involved in enabling, encouraging,
supporting and promoting the work of Safe Church, its culture, policies,
practices and paperwork in a comprehensive and acceptable manner.
During the year 2019 – 2020 there were 1686 people registered on the
Diocesan database comprising Clergy, Staff, Volunteers and Laity
including those who are not parishioners and who have no connection
other than their work within one of the church’s ministries, all of whom have
varying compliance requirements.
During 2019 - 2020
In the last year, the Diocese has continued with the following work:
 Confirmed and updated where necessary, the leadership, supervisory,
and co-ordinating church worker roles that must always undertake the
Safe Church training which is valid for three years prior to holding any
position; and, this training must be renewed if positions are to be
maintained for the future. As a consequence:
o All those who are not compliant and do not meet the minimum
standard must be stood aside from the 30th June each year, until
compliance is achieved
o PTO Licenced Clergy and all LLMs are covered by this
requirement.
 The online option for Safe Church training as a Refresher and for those
doing it for the first time continues to be successfully accessed. During
the COVID Pandemic Lockdown, Safe Church training was available
still online, but not face to face.
 For those unable to access the internet or a computer, locally based
online groups continue to be organised by parishes to enable people to
become or remain compliant with the training.
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 The Safe Church Resource Manual and forms are available online via
www.bunburyanglican.org and these continue to be updated as new
information is made available.
 The Diocese has continued the licensing of the Safe Church Contact
Person role – as a Lay Minister, by the Bishop with the unanimous
support of Parish Council for a three-year period
 A new Feedback, Complaints and Grievance policy and process has
been updated by Bishop-in-Council during the year and is available on
the website.
 In addition, updated policies include: Known Sex Offender and Persons
of Concern Policy, Social Media, Grievance and Conflict Management
and Bullying, Family and Domestic Violence Policy.
 General Synod are reviewing the Safe Ministry for Children Forms
(SMC) with feedback currently underway (August 2020).
 The Diocese introduced a Volunteer Form for those under 18 years of
age to volunteer in the parish.
Partnerships
The Diocese has worked closely with Safe Ministry Resources (SMR) and
liaises regularly with the Anglican Perth Diocese with their work on Safe
Church matters.
In particular, the Diocese continues to support the work of the Director,
Professional Standards, Ms Tracie Chambers-Clark who works
independently of the Diocese, responding to any concerns of child sexual
abuse and sexual misconduct for the Province including the Bunbury
Diocese. This work and organisation is legislated through and supported
by Bunbury Diocese’s The Professional Standards Statute 2004.
The Diocese continues to work closely with the Anglican Church of
Australia’s General Synod in relation to the final report of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Allegations of Child Sexual
Abuse released at the end of 2017; and, this continues to shape our
legislation, our behaviour and church commitment to those who are
vulnerable in our society and communities. More work continues to be
needed in this area.
We are also now members of the Anglican Representative (National
Redress Scheme) Ltd entity which has taken out membership of the
Commonwealth’s National Redress Scheme. The Diocese joined the
national scheme in February 2019 and has since received a number of
claims through this system.
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The Diocese also assisted The Mission to Seafarers Albany and Bunbury,
St Mary’s Community Care Busselton, St George’s Community Care
Dunsborough and Boniface Care to join the National Redress Scheme
through the Anglican Church of Australia Scheme following additional
legal advice from the General Synod. This occurred before the end of the
financial year 2019-2020.
Bishop Ian is also a member of the General Synod Commission.
Foundations
The Safe Church Culture is now securely anchored in the parishes and
across the Diocese as a normal part of providing services to those who
attend and participate in our communities. It will continue to grow as a
culture, an expectation and as practice and will be updated and informed
by the latest research and good governance expectations. It will continue
to be a cost and mission opportunity for the Diocese and parishes.
 Currently, the charge for the individual to undertake Safe Church
Training has remained as in previous years, at $30 per person. This
cost of $30 per person is shared between the Diocese, the Parish and
the individual. This has not changed. In addition, the Diocese is
charged for any manuals printed out and are provided under licence for
individuals.
 The Diocese covers the cost of the Volunteer Police clearances while
all clergy, employees and authorised church workers pay for the
National Police clearances themselves. Some Parishes reimburse the
cost to the individual, but this is at the Parishes discretion.
 This year there are 1199 current Volunteer Police Clearances in place;
 688 people have current Safe Church training at the time of writing.
 In addition, there are now 385 Working with Children Checks in place,
688 Volunteer Forms and 404 Safe Ministry Forms have been
completed and are active. This is a wonderful achievement.
 At this point, there is a gap between those registered as volunteers and
the number of Volunteer forms that are current – 540 are still
outstanding along with 54 Safe Ministry Forms.


In addition, the costs of establishing the systems and processes for the
last year and this coming year are included in salaries in the Diocesan
Office.
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 It is noted this year the cost of Volunteer Police Clearances has
increased from $14.00 per application two years ago, to $15.90 last year
and $16.70 from July 2020. National police clearances now cost
$55.80.
 The contribution to the Professional Standards Commission is an
annual commitment to ensure the provision of an independent
Professional Standards service. The annual fee is known while the
additional costs of any investigation, travel, court attendance and
redress are met when they occur.
This cost of Safe Church will continue to be a present and increasing cost
for the Diocese and parishes as we maintain our commitment to ensuring
and providing a Safe Church into the future.
In the current financial year, there is an increasing focus on the National
Redress Scheme and its implications for the current systems of Safe
Church and its implications for any claims made; and the need to continue
to train parishes and their people, and update the systems and information
in a ‘continuous improvement process. So far, 6 Requests for Information
have been made in the first two years of the Scheme, one has previously
been finalised, 2 have not been accepted, 1 has since been made an offer
but has until November 2020 to accept the offer; and 2 remain outstanding.
The Diocese also handled one civil claim that was finalised through a
Mediation process. It has also been involved in three mediated claims
through the Commonwealth and State relating to Fairbridge Farm School
in the 1950s. Two have been nearly finalised. The third is still underway.
Safe Ministry to Children Canon Audit 2020.
This was initiated in accordance with the Canon in late December 2019
and commenced during January 2020. The Diocese is one of four to be
audited in this first tranche of audits by the Anglican Church of Australia.
It has struggled with significant delays due to the impact of the pandemic.
At the time of writing (August 2020) the Diocese is providing evidence prior
to receiving a draft final report due in September 2020. This has been a
major body of work by the Diocesan Office during this year and will provide
a helpful benchmark on which to maintain its continuous improvement
commitment in this Quality Assurance process for safety for all people in
the Anglican Church and in the Diocese of Bunbury.
Training in governance continued to be provided by the Diocese up to the
closure of the Diocese by the pandemic lock-down and has not yet been
resumed.
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The Diocese has two Standing Committees of Trustees and Bishop-inCouncil, one on Litigation to provide support to the Bishop and the
Trustees and Bishop-in-Council, and the other is the Diocesan Safe
Ministry Authority (DSMA) required by the Canons and Statutes relating to
Safe Ministry to Children.
Terms of Reference have been approved by the Bishop-in-Council and
Trustees and a Chairperson for the DSMA has been appointed: Rev’d Dr
Lucy Morris effective from July 2020.
It is estimated the equivalent of at least a full time employee is spent on
Safe Church matters by the Diocese, ranging from creating and
processing relevant paperwork and data management; and, this year time
was spent updating and improving the database, grievance and conflict
management and conduct matters, Safe Church compliance, training, etc.
In addition, costs include insurance, licencing, the cost of Professional
Standards services purchased from the Perth Diocese, redress claims,
travel, court attendance, training and systems maintenance and
improvements.
My thanks to all the Clergy, parish-based Safe Church Contact Persons
and to my colleagues in the Diocesan office for their commitment to
enabling a flourishing Safe Church for all who live in our communities.
Rev’d. Dr Lucy Morris
Diocesan Secretary (Res)
Diocesan Safe Ministry Authority Chairperson

SCATTERED PEOPLE OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD
This group continues to be in recess and as such there is no report to be
tabled.

THE SOUTHERN ANGLICAN
The Southern Anglican has not been produced this year due to the
workload of the Diocesan Staff. Bishop Ian has incorporated many events
in the Ad Clerum and his newsletter “To the People”.
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